PASTAS & SAUCES

PASTIFICIO GENTILE pastas
PASTIFICIO GENTILE
Gragnano, Italy
TRADITION

500 grams

RETAIL SIZE

12 bags /case

CASE SIZE
ALFABETO GP047

PAPIRI GP018

BUCATINI GP003 ORGANIC GP588

PAPPARDELLE GP007

CANDELE CORTE GP012

PENNE GP026

CASARECCE GP024 ORGANIC GP594

PENNETTE RIGATE GP033 ORGANIC
GP596

ELICHE GP022
RIGATONI GP031
FUSILLI FATTI MANO LUNGHI (6 BAGS/
CASE) GP001

SPAGHETTI GP030 ORGANIC GP599

GNOCCHI NAPOLETANI GP042

SPAGHETTI ALLA CHITARRA GP057

LASAGNE GP005

SPAGHETTI DI GRAGNANO GP052

LINGUINE GP006 ORGANIC GP598

TRECCE GP054

MAFALDE GP010

VESUVIO GP043 ORGANIC GP589

MEZI PACCHERI RIGATI GP039

WW ORGANIC FUSILLI GP728

ORECCHIETTE NAPOLETANE GP021

WW ORGANIC SPAGHETTI GP730

PACCHERI GP015

ZITI CORTI RIGATI GP025

Established in 1876, Pastiﬁcio Gentile is one of the historic
artisanal factories that made the city of Gragnano famous
around the world for its pasta. Today, Gentile preserves the
traditional production methods and the attention to every
detail, from selection of raw materials to the production
processes. The chosen semolina is strictly of Italian origin
and of the best quality. Among the selected wheat varieties is
the renowned Senatore Cappelli. All wheat used in Pastiﬁcio
Gentile pasta is single-sourced and processed with care and
respect at the Ferro Brothers Mill in Campobasso (in the
Molise region of southern Italy). The excellent raw material
allows for the production of a premium quality pasta and the
low temperature drying method known as “Cirillo” preserves
its distinct aroma and texture.
Each of Pastiﬁcio Gentile’s pasta shapes are bronze cut,
meaning that the molds or “dies” used in production are made
of bronze. The bronze mold creates a rougher more porous
pasta giving the pasta a homemade quality. As a result,
sauces and seasonings do not slide off of the pasta as they
would with a smoother type.
Included, among the cuts listed on the left, is Fusilli Fatti Mano
Lunghi (GP001). Nothing has changed in the preparation
of these handmade Fusilli over the last four hundred years!
The “fusillare” still twist noodles around a knitting needle and,
with a movement of their forearm, create the shape that
characterizes this cut, making every single fusillo unique.
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